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Figure 1: Avatar on the right indicates communication status through body language: Left: Attentive indicated through facing
posture. Right: Busy indicated through typing on a laptop.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

While traditional videoconferencing causes privacy issues, virtual
meetings are not yet widely used. Their communication quality
still lacks usability and important non-verbal communication cues,
such as body language, are underrepresented. We aim at exploring
virtual avatars’ body language and how it can be used to indicate
meeting attendees’ communication status. By comparing users’
perceptions of avatar behavior, we found that avatar body language
across gender can be an indication of communication willingness.
We derive resulting body language design recommendations and
recommend using attentively behaving avatars as default body
language and to indicate being busy through actions of the avatar,
such as drinking, typing, or talking on a phone. These actions
indicate that users are temporarily busy with another task, but
still are attending the meeting. When users are unavailable, their
avatars should not be displayed at all and in cases of longer meeting
interruptions, the avatar of a user should leave the virtual meeting
room.

• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Virtual reality; Empirical studies in HCI.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, virtual meetings are an essential tool for collaborative
work across the entire globe or for those working from home. Compared to the more established video conferencing, virtual reality
(VR) meetings do not use webcams to share video information of
the meeting but instead personify attendees in the form of avatars
in VR. The intensive usage of video conferencing software during
the COVID-19 pandemic showed that such systems can cause privacy issues, while VR meetings lead to an increase in involvement,
spatial presence, and experienced realism compared to video conference systems [42]. Besides all obvious advantages, we observe
that attendees often multi-task during virtual meetings1 , which
makes it harder to moderate them and to ensure productivity of
the conversation.
Several information can be expressed through body language,
such as emotion [12] as well as how carefully a person is listening
1 https://hbr.org/2020/03/what-it-takes-to-run-a-great-virtual-meeting
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to a conversation or how willing they are to communicate [5]. Thus,
we easily understand whether a person is listening or doing something in parallel through body language in physical meetings [41].
Avatars however do not let us read the conversation involvement
of meeting attendees very well as nonverbal signals given through
mimic, gesture, and body posture are missing.
Inspired by status signs used in video conference systems, such
as Skype, to inform about the availability of a person to be contacted,
we propose to provide the VR meeting attendees with information
about other attendees’ conversation status, attention, and engagement. Referring to our ability to "read" body language, we propose
using avatars’ body language to show if they are highly involved
in the conversation, multi-tasking, or even not listening for some
time.
We expect that avatars acting in a way that represents the cognitive involvement of users in VR meetings can increase empathy
between virtual meeting attendees, which – as a consequence –
would ease work with remote collaborators and ensure communication productivity.
We aim at extending previous research that investigated emotion
estimated through the pose of avatars [9, 26, 28], effects of the body
language of avatars in virtual meetings [45], and possibilities of
influencing a conversation through body language [39] through
proposing avatars’ body language as non-verbal information about
the conversation readiness and involvement in VR meetings.
While standing up and talking on the phone to somebody else
would be impolite in a physical meeting, we possibly could use
such behaviors in a virtual meeting to indicate a parallel task. As
no social rules for such behavioral meeting status exist, we aim to
explore if and how a set of avatar behaviors would be interpreted
in VR meetings. Hence, we created a simulation of a VR meeting
with avatars showing typical as well as untypical behavior, such as
carefully listening, checking their phone, and having a nap.
In a user study, we found that the body language of an avatar
can indeed represent the communication status of their corresponding user and provide design recommendations about what body
language including behaviors are appropriate in VR meetings and
which are not. With this work, we contribute to the field of VR
collaboration as well as avatar research. We hope to inspire future
work as this paper serves as a proof-of-concept, and more work is
needed to develop better VR meeting systems.

2

RELATED WORK

Two research areas are particularly related to this work: (1) visualizations of the communication status in virtual meeting systems
and (2) body posture and emotion expression of avatars.

2.1

Communication Status

A large body of research on virtual meetings explores why it is
important to know about the status of the other participants during a meeting [33, 43], or advantages and disadvantages of virtual
meetings, like the visibility of the audience [32]. Other works show
how the virtual communication status can be received or symbolized [18, 23, 29, 37].
McCarthy et al. showed that it is essential for every virtual conference attendee to be informed about the status of the conference
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and about the status of every other attendee [33]. Otherwise, synchronization problems and communication problems can occur.
Stimmel patented such a workplace intercommunication tool that
could communicate remote co-workers’ status through different
devices [43]. The system enables users to determine the status of
others by showing text blocks in an extra window when choosing
a user.
Leacock et al. explored how to have conversations in multiple
virtual environments at the same time and proposed to display the
users’ attendance status by having a representation in form of a 2D
or 3D avatar in the room where the user is present [29]. Unlike this
work, the avatars gave no different communication status cues, but
only showed which users were present in which room.
Cobb et al. investigated online status indicators (OSIs) using
apps that were commonly known by the participants. The OSIs
were graphical symbols like dots or written text. They found that
users often do not correctly understand OSIs and that OSIs lack
desired privacy preferences [13]. Nardi et al. found by investigating
early Instant Messaging (IM) tools that the knowledge about the
availability of co-workers is important for the users. The availability
was shown through the co-workers’ names in a list [34]. Greenberg
used bold graphics of people working at a computer for symbolizing
that the user was at their place. When the graphic fades out the
user was inactive and no graphic indicated that the user was logged
out [20].
In opposite to graphical symbols representing the remote user,
DeGuzman et al. used a physical artifact to symbolize the status
of users’ availability as well as activity in an IM [15]. A plastic
ball changed its size depending on the online status of a user mapping large size to online and small to offline. Moreover, the ball
contracted when the user was writing.
Further research used automatic communication detection of
the users’ availability status [7, 22, 24]. Begole et al, for example,
detected a person’s activity through sensors and used graphical
symbols displayed in front of users’ names to communicate their
available status [7]. A yellow diamond was here used to show
possible unavailability and a red triangle for probable unavailability.
The readiness to communicate or the level of communication
engagement can also be given through non-verbal cues, such as
gestures and gaze. Schneider and Pea, for example, showed that
mutual gaze perception improves the quality of collaborative learning [38]. Collaborative learning groups of two members used an eye
tracking system that showed each participants’ gaze to the other
user as small dots on the screen. The collaboration and learning
gain was higher than for groups without gaze perception. Bai et
al. found that remote collaboration can be enhanced by combining
gaze and gesture cues. In the experiment, the remote expert and the
local worker shared the same view which was augmented to the
local worker with gaze and gestures of the remote expert [4]. This
led to a higher feeling of co-presence and the local worker being
able to see what the remote expert exactly refers to.

2.2

Body Posture and Emotion Expression

Body language in a narrow sense means how we communicate
just by the move of our body, but can also include hand gestures,
facial expressions, or how we use our voice [16]. Body postures and
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emotion expression can indicate how much somebody is engaged
in a conversation or willing to talk as they are important nonverbal
cues [35].
Body language has often been researched for collaborative virtual environments [8, 46]. Benford et al. defined an initial list of
parameters for collaborative virtual environments (e.g., availability,
gesture, facial expression, etc.) [8]. Especially for conversations,
they pointed out facial expressions and gestures as important by
being a strong external representation of emotions. Tromp and
Snowdon defined detailed facial, gestural expression as well as a
natural movement and activity as requirements for having a good
virtual body language [46].
Jian-xia et al. showed that the body language of an instructor
in video lectures has a significant impact on the learning effect
compared to an instructor with no body language [25]. Also, body
expressions and body postures are used to perceive and recognize
the affective status of a human-like avatar [9, 26–28]. Negative affects as well as positive affects are dimensions to describe emotional
states of mind [49].
Berthouze et al. showed that the recognition of emotions is a
requirement for rich social interaction and that body language is important in affective communication [9]. Kleinsmith and Berthouze
eveloped a system that enables affective posture detection using
sequences of static postures from motion capture data [27]. The
system recognized the affective states nearly as well as observers
who were presented the affective expressions as animations, which
included both, form and temporal information. This demonstrates
that even a single pose can show a good affective expression or
user status.
Kleinsmith and Berthouze also showed that body expressions
are important in nonverbal communication and in perceiving somebody’s affective status [28]. Bosch et al. researched on automatic
detection of affective states because they assume the detection of
affective states is a key component for intelligent educational learning interfaces [10]. They wanted the system to detect the states
of students in a normal class situation by their facial expressions.
They found that automatic detection of the affective states is at
least possible for some affective states (e.g., boredom, confusion,
delight, engagement, and frustration).
A large body of researchers have been working on the relation between emotion and body postures [1, 6, 14, 40]. André et
al. showed the importance of affection for life-like characters as
that affect can enhance the credibility of a virtual character and
create a more natural conversation manner [1]. In addition, an affect can be used to change or modify a character’s behavior and
create emotions in social interactions. Beck et al. confirmed body
language as a good medium for robots to display emotions [6]. In
a study they found that emotional body language showed by an
agent or a human is interpreted quite similar. Using 176 computergenerated mannequin figures, Coulson showed that some emotions
were recognized with high concordance (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise) while others were hardly recognised
(disgust) [14]. In addition, anatomical variables and viewing angle influenced participants’ responses. Si and McDaniel found that
body language plays a more important role than facial expressions
when representing the attitude of non-humanoid robots [40].
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2.3

Summary

Previous work on the communication status in virtual systems
show that visualizing if a user is available and actively involved
enriches virtual communication. Previous work on body language
and body posture recognition shows that emotions can be understood using images as well as animation. While the emotion (being
recognizable through body language recognition) is an indicator on
how willing a person is to communicate and how carefully they are
following a conversation, previous work did not combine body language recognition and communication status visualization. Thus,
this work aims at exploring the usage of avatars’ body language
to increase the understanding of participants in VR meetings by
displaying their communication status and willingness.

3

CONCEPT

The concept of status visualisation in computer-supported communication is widely used, such as availability icons in Skype, tick
marks when messages have been sent or received in WhatsApp, and
green dots when friends are online in Facebook. In inter-personal
communication, we are moreover able to read body language, which
gives us additional information about the ongoing conversation.
For example, turning the body and head towards a talking person
and looking at their mouth is usually interpreted as carefully listening [2], and shortly inhaling is a hint somebody is starting to
say something.
Since current digital communication lacks such additional communication hints, we propose to use avatars’ body language as
side information in virtual meeting. Here, we want to clarify that
the avatar’s body language is NOT meant to represent the body
of the communication partner. Instead, the avatar’s body is meant
to provide additional information about the conversation status of
a user. To give one example: We are attending a virtual meeting
and get an important phone call which we have to answer and
that requires all of our attention for some minutes. Now we are
wondering how that temporal unavailability could be visualized?
While we answer the phone in the real world (and of cause mute
our microphone in the virtual meeting) our avatar could fall asleep
and awake after we ended our phone call as sketched in Figure 2.
While sleeping in a real meeting is socially not accepted, a sleeping
avatar indicating temporal absence would probably be accepted.
To better understand what avatars’ behaviors or according body
languages are useful to represent virtual meeting attendees, we
designed a set of eleven behaviors, see Figure 3. These range from
"usual" meeting behaviors, like carefully listening, to behaviors that
could indicate temporal absence, like sleeping, but are not "normal"
during a physical meeting.

4

EXPERIMENT

To better understand how avatar’s body language can represent a
communication status in a VR meetings, we determined following
research question:
• What communication state does an avatar’s behavior or body
language represent during VR meetings?
To explore the perception of an attendee’s communication state
in virtual meetings, we designed a vignette study [3, 36]. A vignette
presents a hypothetical situation, to which participants respond,
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Figure 2: The sleeping avatar in the virtual meeting highlighted through the red circle represents the temporal absence of the
meeting attendee.

Figure 3: Behaviors designed to explore avatars’ body language perception in virtual meetings.
thereby revealing their perceptions of events. This technique has
been introduced to conduct surveys, which – in the current pandemic situation – allows us to conduct the experiment online without risking our participants’ health.
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4.1

Experiment Design

We have chosen to not only vary the avatar’s behavior during the
meeting situation but also the avatar’s gender to understand if
there are gender effects on perception / perception changes based
on observed gender. For behavior, we chose a set of behaviors
that range from those that are normally expected from a meeting
attendee to those that are definitely not common. Thus, we hope
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to cover a wide range of behaviors and to learn what behavior can
serve as indicator of meeting attendees’ communication status.
We designed a controlled experiment with an 11x2 within subjects design and the independent variables behavior (attentive,
crossingArms, drinking, facing, wavingFingers, napping, nervous,
talking on the phone, relaxing, sleeping, typing), and gender (female,
and male).
The dependent variables were animation understanding, social realism (SRe), social richness (SRi), self-assessed mood
(PANAS_self), mood of avatar (PANAS), willingness to communicate (WTC), and reasons to communicate.

4.2

Figure 4: Skype symbols shown beside the 7-item Likert
scale willingness to communicate questions as example
according to the respective question.

Measurements

To ensure that the behaviors we designed were correctly understood by our participants, we asked:
• What is the person we have highlighted doing?
As realism is key for a good conversation, we measured social
realism and social richness using the according to subscales from
the Temple Presence Inventory (TPI) questionnaire [31].
It is commonly known that a positive attitude of people is perceived as an invitation to talk to them, while we tend to avoid
talking to rude or unfriendly people [17, 47]. Hence, we measured
the perceived mood of avatars using the German version [11] of
the Panas questionnaire [44, 48].
The mood of our conversation partner also affects our mood [17,
47], which can invite us to communicate when being in a positive
mood or leads to a lower will to communicate when being in a
worse mood. Therefore, we measured how the shown behavior
of avatars affects our self-assessed mood also using the Panas
questionnaire.
We did not find established questionnaires measuring willingness to communicate. Hence, we designed according to questions
to complete our measures, which were answered through 7-item
Likert scales:
• How much do you think the person represented by this
avatar follows the conversation?
• In your opinion, to what extent is the person represented by
this avatar willing to actively participate in the conversation,
e.g. by commenting or asking questions?
• How much do you think the situation allows talking to the
person represented by this avatar? This will to communicate corresponds to the green icon known from Skype, see
Figure 4, left.
• How much do you think the situation only allows you to talk
to the person the avatar represents in urgent matters since
that person is busy? This will to communicate corresponds
to the yellow icon known from Skype, see Figure 4, center.
• How much do you think the situation does not allow you
to address the person represented by this avatar? This will
to communicate corresponds to the red icon known from
Skype, see Figure 4, right.
We finally asked semi-structured questions about reasons to start
or to avoid talking to a person in VR:

Figure 5: Virtual meeting scene in which always the avatar
on the right was animated with the varying behaviors. Top:
Female avatar is facing the user. Bottom: Male avatar is facing the user.

• Why would you not talk to the marked person in a VR meeting?

4.3

Participants

We recruited 28 participants (9 female, 17 male, 2 with another
gender) with an age range from 19 to 45 years and an average of 25
years (SD = 5,4). The participants were recruited via e-mail lists at
two universities.

4.4

Apparatus

For our apparatus, we built a virtual meeting scene using Unity3D
version 2019.2.6f1 which was rendered as 22 videos (11 per behavior for each gender). In the videos, the simulated avatar (which
was always the avatar on the front right side, see Figure 5) varied
in behavior (see Figure 3) and gender according our independent
variables, while the other avatars had a neutral idle animation. The
characters and animations were taken from Mixamo2 and modified
2 https://www.mixamo.com/#/

• Why would you talk to the marked person in a VR meeting?
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in Unity3D. To draw the attention of participants to the avatar
that acted according to our independent variables, an arrow and a
text marked that avatar. All videos had the same length and were
uploaded to LimeSurvey3 to then be made available to attendees
via their browsers. The results from the questionnaires were saved
online for each participant per behavior and gender of the avatar
as CSV file.

4.5

5.1.2 Social Realism. A Friedman test indicated a significant difference for social realism between the differently behaving avatars
(χ 2 (10) = 43.596, p < .001). Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests indicated
a statistically significant higher social realism for the behaviors
attentive, facing and typing than for the behavior sleeping, and
also for the behaviors attentive, wavingFingers and typing than
for talking. Moreover, there was a statistically significant higher
social realism for the behavior attentive than for drinking, see
Appendix, Table 2. Gender led to following social realism medians: Mdn fem = 4.879 and
Mdn male = 4.924. A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test indicated no significant difference for social realism between genders (Z = 159.5,
p > 0.478).

Task

The participants were asked to watch the different videos and to
imagine sitting with the avatars that represent attendees in an
online meeting. Their attention during each video was drawn to
the avatar sitting right to them using an arrow sign.

4.6

Procedure

The experiment was conducted online on own personal computers.
On the first page of the online survey, the participants were introduced to the study purpose and then, they were asked to agree to
a consent form. After filling in a demographic questionnaire, the
eleven behavior animations for both genders were shown to the
participants in randomized order, which resulted in twenty-two
conditions per participant. The videos could be watched as often as
desired, and no time limit was given. After each video, participants
filled in the questionnaires and answered the semi-structured questions, which were presented on separate pages. At the top of each
page the video could be watched again.

5

RESULTS

We first analyzed our quantitative data and then analyzed the qualitative data according our quantitative results to explain and better
understand them.

5.1

Quantitative Results

For analyzing the quantitative results, we used a Friedman test to
identify significant differences for the within-subject variable behavior for the dependent variables (willingness to communicate,
social richness, social realsim, mood of avatar, self-assessed
mood). Post-hoc analysis with Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests were
conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied for the p-value
resulting in a significance value of 0.0045. Additionally, a Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank test was used to see if gender effects the dependent
variables significantly.
5.1.1 Social Richness. A Friedman test indicated significant differences for the social richness regarding the behaviors, (χ 2 (10) =
42.237, p < .001). Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests indicated a statistically significant higher social richness for all behaviors than
for sleeping and also for the behaviors wavingFingers and nervous
than for napping, see Appendix, Table 1.
Social richness per gender led to following medians:
Mdnfem = 4.0, Mdn male = 3.942. A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test
indicated no significant difference for social richness between
the genders (Z = 135.0, p > 0.195).
3 https://www.limesurvey.org/de/
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5.1.3 Perceived Mood of Avatars. A Friedman test indicated significant differences for the positive affect scale for the mood of the
avatar caused through the different behaviors (χ 2 (10) = 104.336,
p < .001) as well as for the negative (χ 2 (10) = 69.390, p < .001).
Post-hoc analysis performed with Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests indicated a statistically significant higher positive affect for attentive
and wavingFingers than for crossingArms, relaxing, drinking, napping, talking, sleeping, and typing, and for nervous, facing, crossingArms, relaxing, and drinking than for napping and sleeping. Also,
there are statistically higher positive affects for facing compared
to talking, for napping compared to sleeping and typing, and for
talking and typing compared to sleeping, see Appendix, Table 3.
In addition there is a statistically higher negative affect for the
behaviors crossingArms, drinking, wavingFingers, nervous, napping, and talking than for sleeping, as well as for the behavior
nervous than for the behaviors relaxing, drinking, facing, napping,
and typing. Moreover there is a statistically significant higher negative affect for crossingArms and wavingFingers than for facing,
see Table 4. Gender of the avatar resulted in the following medians: Mdn fem = 2.332, Mdn male = 2.323 for the positive affects,
and Mdnfem = 1.577, Mdn male = 1.505 for the negative affects. A
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test indicated no significant difference for
the avatar’s gender, neither for the positive affect scale (Z = 149.0,
p > 0.336) nor for the negative one (Z = 128.0, p > 0.353).
5.1.4 Self-Assessed Mood. A Friedman test indicated significant
differences in positive moods caused through the avatars’ behaviors (χ 2 (10) = 64.839, p < .001) as well as for negative moods
(χ 2 (10) = 50.633, p < .001). Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests indicated
a statistically higher positive affect for the behaviors attentive,
talking, and typing than for sleeping as well as for the behavior
facing than for the behaviors crossingArms, relaxing, drinking,
nervous, napping, sleeping, and typing. There is also a statistically
higher positive affect for the behaviors crossingArms and attentive
than for the behavior napping, see Appendix, Table 5. In addition
there we found a statistically significant higher negative affect on
self-assessed mood through the behaviors crossingArms, napping,
talking, and sleeping than for relaxing, as well as for the behavior
talking than for the behaviors attentive, drinking, facing, and typing,
see Appendix, Table 6. For the gender of the avatar led to following
self-assessed mood medians: Mdn fem = 2.255, Mdn male = 2.305
for the positive affect and Mdn fem = 1.509, Mdn male = 1.527 for
the negative affect. A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test indicated neither
a significant difference between the positive affect scale (Z = 129.0,
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p > 0.237) nor for the negative affect scale (Z = 128.5, p > 0.232)
regarding the gender of the avatar.
5.1.5 Summary. While the results do not show any effect of gender on social richness, social realism, perceived mood of
avatars, and self-assessed mood, behavior significantly effected
each of our independent variables. For social richness, sleeping
was rated significantly lower than any other behavior, and napping
was poorer than the avatar with wavingFingers and the one who
was nervous. Regarding social realism, sleeping again was rated
lowest, in particular than the behaviors attentive and facing, but
interestingly also than typing. Furthermore, talking and drinking
had comparably low realism rating. In regard to avatar’s behavior
effects on perceived mood of the avatar, we found that a facing
avatar was perceived to be in a much better mood than those who
had crossedArms or wavingFingers. On the other side, sleeping had
a negative effect on the perception of the mood of the avatar,
which was rated significantly lower compared to avatars who had
crossedArms, who were drinking, wavingFingers, were nervous, or
even those that were napping. When looking at how the user’s
mood is effected by the avatar’s behavior, we found that attentive
and facing led to significantly mood increase compared to sleeping
or napping. Moreover, sleeping and napping increase the perceived
mood of avatar significantly more than avatars having crossedArms
or those that are relaxing, drinking, nervous, and typing.

5.2

Qualitative Results

How our animated behaviors are understood effects their perception. Hence, we explored if the animations representing a behavior
were correctly understood using open coding, see Table 1, second
column. We analyzed the qualitative comments on reasons to speak
or avoid speaking to the avatar using closed coding and coded the
data according to the behaviors to better understand our quantitative analyses. Finally, we applied descriptive statistics to show
how much commonly known Skype symbols fit the willingness to
communicate with certainly behaving avatars, see Table 1, right
column.
5.2.1 Attentive. The always correctly understood attentive behavior, see Table 1, made participants feel motivated to ask the avatars
for help (mentioned in 11 out of 43 comments) or would encourage
them to participate in the conversation (mentioned in 32 out of 43
comments). These results explain and are in line with the highly
rated self-accessed mood as well as the highly perceived mood
of the avatar:
• If I need help I would first talk to this person (P.22, attentive).
• It looks like the person wants to participate in the conversation (P.3, attentive).
The highly perceived mood and the open body posture show a
readiness to participate in a conversation, mentioned by 8 participants, for example:
• Sits very upright and straight. Looks in my direction. Probably wants to participate (P.5, attentive).
This corresponds to the highly rated fit with the green Skype
icon indicating availability, see Table 1, right column.
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5.2.2 CrossingArms. Avatars with crossingArms were understood
differently among the participants. While the majority (30 out of
43 participants) understood such behavior positively as listening,
13 participants thought the avatar would be bored, see Table 1:
• The person is listening crossing the arms (P.28, crossingArms)
versus
• The person is bored and waiting for the end (P.14, crossingArms).
If crossingArms were understood as sign for listening, the look
was often (25 out of 30 times) interpreted to indicate interest:
• Because the focus is on me and the attention is mainly on
me (P.5, crossingArms).
Reasons given to avoid talking to an avatar with crossingArms
were that the body posture lets suggest the user would be bored,
the person would be dismissive or not willing to participate (18 out
of 43 times):
• Because the person crosses their arms and does not look like
they are open to interaction (P.10, crossingArms).
In line with these contradicting results, crossingArms do not
clearly fit a Skype icon, but fit both, the green and the yellow Skype
icon to a medium level, see Table 1, right column.
5.2.3 Drinking. The well understood drinking behavior (see Table 1) only sometimes indicated that the avatar seems to be available
(8 out of 39 times), but most (21 out of 39 answering) participants
would ask that avatar questions:
• The person looks available for conversation (P.10, drinking).
However, it was clear that the person would not be able to answer
while drinking (22 out of 43 times):
• If a person is drinking, the person is not able to talk (P.14,
drinking).
The unclear availability of the represented person while drinking
is reflected in the medium fit with two Skype icons, the green and
the red one, see Table 1, right column.
5.2.4 Facing. The always correctly understood facing avatars, see
Table 1, gave (just like the attentive behavior) participants no
reasons to not talk to them. Besides the body posture that also
creates a pleasant climate (highlighted in 29 out of 41 comments),
participants mentioned that the avatar with the facing behavior
seems to be ready to receive questions or looks experienced and
willing to help (confirmed in 12 out of 41 comments):
• To ask for the person’s opinion because the person seems to
have experience (P.19, facing).
• Seems calm and ready to participate. Pleasant climate (P.8,
facing).
The reasons to start or to avoid talking to an avatar are also
reflected in the rated fit with the green Skype icon. Facing as well
as attentive have the highest score (6.0) of all behaviors for that
icon, see Table 1, right column.
5.2.5 Napping. Napping was mostly understood as intended (33
out of 42 times), but some participants (9 out of 42 times) thought
the avatar were sitting with a lowered head/look down, see Table 1.
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Behavior

Understanding

Reasons To Speak To The
Person

Reasons To Not Speak
To The Person

attentive

listen attentively
(43/43)

attentive/interested body
posture (32/43) & if i need
help/have a question (11/43)

no reason (43/43)

(Mdn = 6.0)

crossingArms

sitting with crossed
arms and listen
(30/43) &
bored/annoyed
(13/43)

person seems to be
interested/is looking at me
(25/43) & ask why the person
is so dismissive (18/43)

dismissive body posture
(27/43) & no reason
(16/43)

(Mdn = 4.75)

person is drinking and
can not answer (22/43)
& no reason (17/43)

(Mdn = 4.0)
(Mdn = 4.0)

no reason (41/41)

(Mdn = 6.0)

drinking

drinking (39/39)

facing

listen attentively
(41/41)

napping

tired/falling asleep
(33/42) & sits with
lowered head (9/42)

just when having a question
(21/39) & no reason (10/39) &
seems available (8/39)
attentive body posture/seems
to be interested (29/41) & to
ask something (12/41)
to wake up the person (24/42)
& ask about the condition
(18/42)

(Mdn = 4.0)

(Mdn = 4.5)

asking if the person is in a
(Mdn = 5.0)
hurry/needs a break (23/42) &
is attentive (19/42)
(Mdn = 4.0)
seems to be interested / turned
relaxing
towards me (32/43) & to ask
(Mdn = 4.75)
for the opinion (11/43)
to wake up the person (33/44)
sleeping
sleeping (44/44)
(Mdn = 6.25)
& no reason (11/44)
when having an important
talking on the
busy/talking (39/45) &
question (14/45) & ask the
(Mdn = 5.0)
talking
phone (45/45)
no reason (6/45)
person to leave the room
(Mdn = 4.0)
(21/45) & no reason (10/45)
when having an important
question (18/45) & has
working on the
busy/working (33/45) &
(Mdn = 4.25)
information/is making notes
typing
laptop (45/45)
no reason (12/45)
(19/45) &would not speak to
(Mdn = 4.0)
the person (8/45)
listening (23/44) &
looks interested (24/44) &
nervous/impatient
wavingFingers waiting impatient
apparently wants to share
(20/44) & no reason
(Mdn = 5.5)
(21/44)
something (20/44)
(24/44)
Table 1: The table shows how each behavior was understood as well as the most frequently given reasons to start or avoid
speaking to the person represented by the avatar with a certain behavior. In the brackets, the first number shows how often
that particular answer was given and the second number is the total amount of given answers for that question. In total 56 are
possible, 28 per avatar gender, but not every participant had answered that question. The third and fourth columns represent
the most given reasons to talk or not talk to a person represented by a certainly behaving avatar. The last column shows the
median fit of the behavior with the known Skype symbols (up from a median of 4.0, which represents the neutral rating in a
7-item Likert scale. See Appendix, Table 7 - 9 for complete data on Skype icon fit.
nervous

nervous (33/42) &
sitting attentive
(9/42)
sitting leaned
back/listening
(43/43)

person is not
interested/is bored
(33/42) & person is
sleeping (9/42)
person seems to be
nervous (23/42) & no
reason (19/42)
no reason (23/43) &
bored/not interested
(20/43)
because the person is
sleeping (44/44)

equivalent Skype
Symbol

Consequently, most participants would not talk to persons represented by a napping avatars, but only to wake them up (24 out of
42 times) or to ask for their condition (18 out of 42 times):
• To wake the person up so the person takes part in the meeting (P.8, napping).
• To ask for the state of health (P.13, napping).
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In line with these findings, the red Skype icon was found to best
represent this behavior, see Table 1, right column.
5.2.6 Nervous. The nervous behavior was also understood in two
different ways, as nervous by 33 (out of 42 participants) and as
attentive by 9 participants:
• The person is nervous (P.3, nervous). Versus:
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• The person listens cheerfully (P.23 nervous).
Instead of involving the user into the conversation, the nervous
look of the avatar would rather be a reason to ask if a break is
needed (mentioned by 23 out of 42 participants) as well as a reason
to avoid talking to that person (also mentioned by 23 out of 42
participants):
• To ask if we should pause the meeting situation for a moment
(P.8, nervous).
• I would not talk to the person as the person seems to be
nervous and stressed (P.22, nervous).
Even though the avatar looked for many participants nervous 19
out of 42 participants would talk to that user as:
• The person has an upright posture and seems to be in the
conversation already (P.16, nervous).
In line with these varying behavior interpretations, a nervous
avatar fits two Skype icons, green and yellow, see Table 1, right
column.

made (mentioned by 14 out of 45 participants who answered that
question):
• The person seems busy and stressed (P.10, talking).
• I would talk to the person when having an important question (P.7, talking).
In line with these statements, the yellow Skype icon that indicates that somebody is busy was most often chosen as representation for this behavior, followed by the red icon (rated with a
medium fit) see Table 1, right column.

5.2.7 Relaxing. The correctly understood behavior relaxing, see
Table 1, caused both, reasons to talk and reasons to avoid talking
to a person.
As reasons to talk to the person the participants mentioned that
the avatar seems interested (32 out of 43 times) and that they would
ask for the person’s opinion (11 out of 43 times):
• The person is interested and even if not active they could
have an interesting idea (P.6, relaxing).
• I would ask the person for their opinion (P.13, relaxing).
Participants’ reasons to not talk to that user were mainly that
the avatar looks bored or not interested (20 out of 43 times):
• The body posture looks rather bored and like taking it not
100% seriously (P.2, relaxing).
While having a clear understanding of the behavior, the will to
communicate was perceived differently by our participants. This
explains the medium fit of the behavior with the green Skype icon,
see Table 1, right column.
5.2.8 Sleeping. Sleeping was clearly understood, see Table 1, and
participants would not talk to persons represented by these avatars,
only to wake the person up (mentioned in 33 out of 44 comments)
or to ask that user to leave the meeting room (mentioned in 33 out
of 44 comments) :
• I would wake the person up (P.16, sleeping).
• I would ask the person to leave the room because it is very
impolite to sleep during a meeting (P.3, sleeping).
Consequently, the behavior was found to best fit with the red
Skype icon, see Table 1, right column.
5.2.9 Talking. While the action of the talking on the phone behavior was clearly understood as such, see Table 1, that behavior
was sometimes perceived as impolite (21 out of 45 times) but also
interpreted as business (10 out of 45 times):
• The person is not participating in the meeting at all (P.5,
talking). Versus:
• The person seems to have an important call (P.8, talking).
Being busy was seen as a clear reason to not talk to that person
(39 out of 45 times), but for important reasons exceptions would be
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5.2.10 Typing. Typing, understood as intended, see Table 1, was
interpreted as being busy (33 out of 45 times), but sometimes the
typing avatar was also perceived as someone making notes about
the meeting:
• The person is busy with private stuff (P.16, typing). Versus:
• The person is documenting the points that are important for
me (P13, typing).
Consequently, participants would often only talk to the person
for important reasons (18 out of 45 times):
• To ask about the status of the research (P.23, typing).
Typing was best fitting the yellow Skype icon, indicating the
person is busy, followed by the red icon, see Table 1, right column.
5.2.11 WavingFingers. Avatars with wavingFingers were also understood in two different ways. While 23 out of 44 times the participants thought that the avatar was listening, 21 out of 44 participants
perceived the avatar as impatient:
• The person follows intently the talk (P.2, wavingFingers)
versus
• The person seems annoyed and restless (P.19, wavingFingers).
Similar as if avatars would have crossingArms, reasons given to
start or avoid talking to an avatar with wavingFingers differed. In
24 (out of 44 times) the behavior was received as interested, for
example:
• The person is looking at me, attention is on me, open body
posture (P.14, wavingFingers).
On the other hand, in 20 (out of 44 times) the avatar was perceived to look nervously:
• The person seems to be stressed and nervous. I would not
talk to the person (P.19, wavingFingers).
Even though almost half of the participants (20) found reasons
to not talk to the user represented by an avatar with wavingFingers,
the behavior still fitted well with the green Skype icon, see Table 1,
right column.
5.2.12 Summary. Our qualitative results show that the behaviors
attentive and facing were clearly indicating that a person was attentively participating in a meeting, and participants would feel invited
to talk to them. We identified three business indicating behaviors,
which would only encourage talking to these user in urgent cases or
after the behavior would be set again to an availability indicating
one. Drinking, for example, would prevent meeting attendees to talk
to a person in that moment, at least if there is nothing important
that has to be said. The behaviors talking on the phone and typing
were interpreted as actions that should not be interrupted. Hence,
talking and typing avatars would also prevent people to talk to that
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person, if no urgent reason is given. The behaviors crossingArms,
wavingFingers, nervous, and relaxing caused confusion in understood and perceived willingness to communicate and hence, did not
serve as a clear motivation to talk to a user represented through
such behaving avatar. Napping and sleeping avatars would clearly
prevent a user from communicating with a meeting attendee and
rather be perceived as impolite.

6

DISCUSSION

While most behaviors were clearly understood, some were not.
In the following, we grouped the behaviors depending on which
availability they understandably represent and adding one group
of behaviors that are not clearly understandable.
Our quantitative as well as qualitative results show that, similar
to real-world body language [5, 41], a behavior can give hints how
carefully a person is listening in a conversation and how willing that
person is to communicate. Quantitative results indicated significant
effects of an animated avatar’s behavior in a meeting on perceived
social richness, social realism, perceived mood of avatars, and
self-assessed mood across gender. Qualitative feedback helped
to better understand how an avatar with certain behavior would
be perceived. Accordingly, we discuss design recommendations for
each of our behavior categories and finally point at limitations of
our study.

6.1

participants would mainly avoid talking to persons that are represented by such a behaving avatar, which is in line with the high
fit with the red Skype icon. Therefore, we would categorise these
two behaviors as unavailable. All other behaviors were neither
clearly understood nor taken as clear hints to either talk or avoid
talking to a person. Therefore these behaviors do not allow for
concluding a communication recommendation. Thus, we labeled
them with uncertain.

Behavior Categories

Asking how the behaviors were understood as well as why users
would talk to a person represented by a certainly behaving avatar
helped to categorize the behaviors into different groups, see Table 2. The behaviors attentive and facing were exactly understood
as intended, see Table 1, second column. Moreover, the reasons
to speak to the person, see Table 1, third and fourth column, and
the fit with the availability Skype icon, see Table 1, right column,
make these behaviors a good representation for a category named
available. Drinking, talking on the phone, and typing were also completely understood as intended. For these three behaviors the
participants would avoid talking to the person because they are
busy and consequently not able to answer without interrupting
their task. However, for all these three behaviors participants
would talk to the person if it would be urgent. Consequently, these
three behaviors can be described with the label busy, which is
in line with the corresponding selected yellow Skype icon. While
sleeping was always understood, napping was understood by 3/4
as indented and by 1/4 as "sitting with lowered head". Sleeping and
napping make it impossible to communicate and the absence of eye
contact is a sign of low communication engagement. Consequently,
Available
attentive
facing

Busy
drinking
talking
typing

Unavailable
napping
sleeping

Uncertain
crossing arms
nervous
relaxing
waving fingers
Table 2: All eleven behaviors categorised by their representation of availability.
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6.2

Design Recommendations

In the following, we derive our results into design recommendations for displaying the communication status of a virtual meeting
attendee indicated through the behavior of their avatar.
6.2.1 Availability indicating avatars. Availability representing
avatars look attentive through facing other meeting attendees. They
do not do things in parallel, neither drinking water nor typing on
their laptop or talking on their phone. We recommend using attentively behaving avatars in a virtual meeting to create a more realistic
meeting situation (shown in our results of social realism). Such
avatars can increase the communication quality and outcome as (1)
the user represented by an attentive avatar will be perceived to be
in a better mood (compared to behaviors of all other categories)
and (2) an attentive avatar positively affects the mood of other meeting attendees [17, 47]. Consequently, attentively behaving avatars
non-verbally invite others to ask questions or to ask them for help,
which supports not only communication but also collaboration.
6.2.2 Temporal business indicating avatars. During virtual meetings especially when working from home, attendees are often temporarily distracted, for example, by their children or when their
doorbell rings. Our results show that simulated virtual activities
performed by an avatar, such as drinking water, can be used as an
indicator to show that a meeting attendee is temporarily busy with
something else. If little cognitive load requiring virtual actions are
shown, e.g. drinking water, the user is still perceived as responsive
and thus, questions could be asked. Communication behaviors,
such as talking on the phone or typing on a laptop, already requires
verbal cognitive load, as explained through Wickens’ multiple resource theory [50]. Hence, virtual communication actions would
suggest that only questions should be asked if their answers are urgently needed and cannot wait until the user finished their parallel
task.
Behaviors indicating temporarily business are not negatively
affecting the mood of other meeting attendees, but help to distinguish when meeting attendees are not fully focusing on the meeting
situation and when they are.
6.2.3 Unavailability indicating avatars. Through our results, we
have learned that using avatars in a meeting that indicate unavailability is a contradiction in itself: similarly, persons who are absent
in a physical meeting, cannot be seen. Our participants understood
the behaviors napping and sleeping as what they would represent
in a physical world and perceived such behaviors as impolite, just
like it would be the case in a physical meeting. Even if we have
mentioned before the experiment that the virtual behaviors do
not necessarily represent the behaviors of the user represented by
an avatar, participants did not distinguish between both, the user
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and the avatar. Instead, napping and sleeping avatars decreased the
social richness during the meeting. Therefore, if a user is not
participating in a virtual meeting, their avatar should not be shown
in the meeting, not even as sleeping characters. Consequently, if a
user pauses the meeting attendance, their avatar should leave the
room.
6.2.4 Uncertainty. Some behaviors were not clearly understood
and caused uncertainty regarding the communication willingness
of a virtual meeting attendee. In particular avatars showing the behaviors crossed arms, being nervous, sitting relaxed and leaned back,
and wavingFingers were sometimes taken as sign of impoliteness
and boredom, which is in line with the recommendation to avoid
such behavior in real-world conversations [19, 30, 39]. Interestingly,
all behaviors that caused uncertainty were not having eye contact
with other avatars, moved their body (without any aim), or had a
closed body posture. Consequently, avatars representing meeting
attendees should not move around, have eye contact with conversation partners, and should not cross their arms. Otherwise, the
willingness to communicate in a virtual meeting could decrease.

6.3

Limitations

We have used a vignette study [3, 36] as online survey to conduct
our experiment. It has been shown that results from a vignette
experiment match with the effects of the same attributes with data
collected in a real-world setting remarkably well. However, results
of same research suggested that subtle differences in survey designs can produce significant differences in performance [21]. Using
mixed methods and various quantitative and qualitative measures
that all indicated similar results, we feel confident about the external
validity of our findings generated through a vignette study.
In our online survey, the virtual meeting was shown as 2D environment. However, conducting the same experiment in an immersive 3D VR would most probably increase social presence [42], we
expect that this increase would equally effect the measures across
our independent variables and hence, not effect the results.
Moreover, the cultural background of the participants might
influence the avatar’s body language interpretation, which might
be a limitation factor of our experiment.
Finally, the situation context in our virtual meeting videos lack
precision. It remains, for example, unclear why an avatar is typing or
speaking on the phone. Hence, we here only present initial research
on avatar’s body language representing communication cues, and
future research is required for creating a deep understanding how
avatar’s body language can increase the communication quality of
virtual meetings.

7

(2) Same body language can be used for both, male and female
avatars.
(3) Attentive behaviors indicate that a person is listening and
questions to that person can be answered.
(4) Persons whose avatar is drinking, typing, or talking on a
phone are perceived to be busy, which can be used for VR meeting
attendees to indicate being temporally (as long the action takes)
only available for urgent questions.
(5) There are many avatar behaviors that are not clearly understood, such as crossing arms or sitting nervously on a chair.
Such behaviors should be avoided as some users might find them
impolite.
(6) A sleeping or napping avatar clearly indicated that their users
are not taking part in a conversation. As such behavior is perceived
as impolite it should not be used. Absent users shall rather not be
represented by an avatar at all.
This work is a first proof-of-concept showing that differently
behaving avatars can enrich virtual meetings and can be used to
represent the communication status of a user. Further research
would be worth exploring how body language can be used to enrich
VR as virtual meeting platform.

CONCLUSION

Aiming at exploring effects of virtual avatars’ body language in
virtual meetings on conversation quality, we compared how two
avatars, a female and a male, are perceived when behaving differently. Results of a controlled vignette study led to following
conclusions:
(1) The behavior and respective body language of an avatar can
give hints on how carefully their representing person is listening to
a conversation as well as how willing that person is to communicate.
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